Artificial neural networks based on genetic input selection for quantification in overlapped capillary electrophoresis peaks.
The application of multilayer perceptron artificial neural networks (MLP ANN) based on genetic input selection for quantification of the unresolved peaks in micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography (MECC) is reported. An optimization strategy for genetic input selection was also proposed. When the corresponding CE peaks cannot be resolved completely only by separation techniques, MLP ANN based on genetic input selection can be a suitable tool to resolve the problem. Both the spectra and the electrophoretograms of the unseparated analytes were used as the multivariate input data. The two kinds of the data were suitable for quantification of overlapped CE peaks by MLP ANN based on genetic input selection. The study also shows that the applying of genetic input selection in MLP ANN can improve the precision of quantification in both completely and partially overlapped CE peaks to some extent.